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ACADEMICS AND ATHLETICS ON A COLLISION COURSE
BY ROBERT N. DAVIS*
In the United States the composite institution called a
university is doubtless still an intellectual agency. But it is
also a social, a commercial, and an athletic agency, and
these activities have in recent years appreciably over-
shadowed the intellectual life for which the university is
assumed to exist. The question is whether an institution
in the social order whose primary purpose is the develop-
ment of the intellectual life can at the same time serve as
an agency to promote business, industry, journalism,
salesmanship and organized athletics on an extensive
commercial basis. The question is not so much whether
athletics in their present form should be fostered by the
university, but how fully can a university that fosters pro-
fessional athletics discharge its primary function.
[Howard J. Savage, American College Athletics, viii,
xii, 1929]
I. INTRODUCTION
On December 13, 1989, the NCAA announced that the North
Carolina State basketball program would be placed on probation
for two years because some of the players had sold complimentary
tickets and shoes for cash and gifts in violation of NCAA rules.'
Because of these violations the "Wolfpack" will not be eligible to
participate in the 1989-90 NCAA tournament, will not be allowed
to recruit off-campus for a year, and will have its scholarships
reduced from 15 to 12.2
On March 2, 1990, the Washington Post revealed that the
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Center. He teaches sports law, labor law, constitutional law, and administrative law. This
essay is the product of a speech presented at a Sports Law Symposium held at The
Washington University Law School, St. Louis, Missouri, on October 16, 1989. The author
wishes to give special thanks to the Francis Lewis Law Center and the faculty at the
Washington and Lee University Law School.
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1. Washington Post, Dec. 13, 1989, at C1, col. 3.
2. Id.
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North Carolina basketball program was under investigation by the
North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation for point shaving and
gambling on basketball contests. The focus of the investigation is
on former "Wolfpack" star Charles Shackleford, now a forward
with the New Jersey Nets. The allegations are that Shackleford
conspired with three teammates to fix games during the 1987-88
season in concert with Robert Kramer, a New Jersey
businessman.4
On March 5, 1990, the NCAA announced that the University
of Maryland basketball team would be banned from post-season
tournament competition for two years and would be placed on
probation for three years as part of the sanctions imposed for
NCAA rule violations that occurred during former Coach Bob
Wade's three year tenure.5 Included among the violations were
allegations that Coach Wade obstructed the NCAA investigation
by lying and encouraging others to mislead investigators.6 Mary-
land coaches were also accused of giving cash payments to athletes
and providing improper transportation.7 The University of Mary-
land will probably lose approximately $3.8 million in revenue
because of the NCAA sanctions.'
In the Southeastern Conference, the University of Florida has
been in the news facing the possibility of the NCAA "death pen-
alty," which could terminate both the football and basketball pro-
grams for up to two years.9 Galen Hall, the football coach,
resigned in October after admitting that he had broken NCAA
rules by adding additional revenue to the salaries of his assistants
and helping one of his players with child-support payments. 10 At
the end of the same month, Norm Sloan, the Men's Basketball
Coach, resigned after it was discovered that he had given some of
his players money. 1
3. Washington Post, Mar. 2, 1990, at B1, col. 1.
4. Id. at B5, col. 1. Shackleford admitted that he accepted a total of approximately
$60,000 as a player for North Carolina State from two men, a prospective agent and Robert
Kramer. Id. However, he has denied being involved in any kind of point-shaving scheme.
Id. The fact that Shackleford accepted money during his collegiate eligibility may have
serious repercussions on the university, possibly requiring it to forfeit any post-season
tournament revenues received. Id.
5. Washington Post, Mar. 5, 1990, at Al, col. 5.
6. Id. at A20, col. 1. In May, the NCAA imposed a two-year post season ban on the
University of Kentucky's basketball program and a one-year ban from television because of
recruiting and academic violations. Id.
7. Id.
8. Washington Post, Mar. 7, 1990, at F6, col. 1.
9. Scandal Keeps U of Florida on Defensive as Regents Hire President, Vow Reforms,
CHRON. HIGHER ED., Nov. 22, 1989, at A26, col. 1.
10. Id. at A26, col. 2.
11. Id. On September 20, 1990, the NCAA Committee on Infractions placed the
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One of the major scandals of the 1980's involved the revela-
tion by former sports agent Jim Abernethy, that he had signed
contracts with five college football players and two basketball play-
ers. 2 Abernethy said that he paid college players while they were
still eligible, signing bonuses, holiday bonuses, and monthly sti-
pends ranging from $175 to $1000.13 These student-athletes were
entertained lavishly before and after signing them. Abernethy
estimated his expenses totaled between $300,000 to $500,000 dur-
ing an eighteen month period.14
For the last several years, there have been many disclosures of
contact with sports agents in violation of NCAA rules. In May of
1987, former University of Iowa athlete, Ronnie Harmon, admit-
ted to receiving payments that began during his junior year.'"
Later that year, Derrick McKey, a University of Alabama basket-
ball player was declared ineligible for signing with Agents Norby
Walters and Lloyd Bloom of World Sports & Entertainment. 16
Additionally, the University of Alabama was required to forfeit
$253,447 in basketball receipts for allowing ineligible players, Der-
rick McKey and Terry Coner to compete in 1987 post-season
championships. 
1 7
Stories like these are not uncommon in today's sports news.
Betty Castor, Florida Education Commissioner says: "The
message that something is wrong, that something is corrupt in ath-
letics, becomes the overriding message.... Until things change, it
will be very hard to get a different message out."' 8
These are just a few of the recent examples of the problems in
college sports. The reason for these problems in collegiate sports
is not that our students and administrators have become more cor-
rupt, but rather, our universities have allowed the academic mis-
sion to become clouded by athletic programs and the drive to win
basketball and football programs on two years probation, reduced by three the basketball
scholarships, ordered the University to return $287,000 from the 1988 NCAA Basketball
Tournament, and prohibited the football team from appearing in any bowl games during
the 1990 season. Florida Considers Appealing, U.S.A. Today, Sept. 21, 1990, at C1, col. 2.
12. Agent: Players' contracts had bonuses of $175 to $1,100, USA Today, Dec. 16,
1987, at C9, col. 3.
13. Id.
14. Id. See also, Abernethy v. State, 545 So. 2d 185 (Ala. Crim. App. 1988) (the
Alabama. Court of Criminal Appeals reversed Abernethy's conviction for tampering with a
sports contest saying, Abernethy did not have the requisite "specific intent" to influence the
outcome of a game).
15. Former sports agent charges college players signed contracts, USA Today, Dec. 16,
1987, at C9, col. 3.
16. Id.
17. Id.
18. CHRON., supra note 9, at A26, col. 2.
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at all costs. The collision between the mission of academics and
that of athletics is being felt in universities across the country. The
collision continues to rock our colleges and universities and is felt
when scandals like those at North Carolina State, Maryland, Ken-
tucky, and Florida are revealed.
Intercollegiate sports is currently in a state of agitation as a
result of the call for reform during the January 1990 convention.
There is reason for the national intercollegiate sports community
to have a guarded optimism regarding the future of college sports.
If the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is not suc-
cessful in its efforts to pass major reforms, then some other gov-
erning body will do so. More than likely, the other governing
bodies would be the Federal or State governments, something the
NCAA would prefer to avoid.
While the NCAA is moving in the right direction with its new
legislative initiatives, this essay contends that meaningful reform
will require two, more fundamental changes. First, a major philo-
sophical change is necessary in the way in which our institutions
view the role of athletics in higher education. Second, the finan-
cial incentive to win at all costs, and concomitantly to cheat at all
costs to win, must be removed. These financial pressures are felt
most acutely during NCAA tournament time when a free throw
can make the difference between advancing to the next round and
collecting additional revenue for the institution, or taking a seat in
the stands to watch other schools collect bigger paychecks.
This essay describes the early years of collegiate sport; attacks
as a myth the concept of amateurism in college sports; describes
the reform proposals at the January 1990 NCAA convention; and
discusses the two major requirements of meaningful reform - a
change in the philosophy of the place of sport in higher education,
and removing the financial incentives to win. I submit that if the
1991 NCAA convention addresses these two fundamental issues
first, the specific legislative cost-containment initiatives will be
more meaningful in the overall success of the reform movement.
However, if these fundamental issues are not addressed, I fear that
any proposed reform will be a temporary balm until the Federal
and State governments develop regulatory initiatives.
II. COLLEGE SPORTS: THE EARLY YEARS
Initially, sports were not a part of the university program.
The original colleges and universities like Harvard and Yale did
242 [Vol. 66:239
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not include athletics in the curriculum. 9 Sport was an activity
conducted by students to release tension from their studies.20
Intercollegiate sport began in 1852 when students at Harvard and
Yale organized a crew race.2' Baseball came next in 1859
between Amherst and Williams college.22 Football was initiated in
1869 in a contest between Rutgers and Princeton.23 However,
these sports were not sanctioned as part of the higher education
purpose of the schools at this time.2 4 Students raised revenue for
the sports events and had the primary responsibility for organizing
sports contests. - These intercollege contests were very popular
and institutions began to recognize their public relations and reve-
nue producing value.2 6
The 1890's saw the business of sports beginning to develop
and the problems of sports business developed as well in an age of
little institutional control. Universities were concerned only with
winning, whatever the cost. An example of the mood of the times
is reflected in an historic account of the formation of the Big Ten
Conference:
There is no better environment for rampant irregu-
larity and evil than where there is no control. And in
those days there were no codes of eligibility rules, and no
organization to draw up or enforce any. The one purpose
was to win and games frequently broke up because of sav-
age and often free-swinging quarrels over team personnel
or playing methods. Some colleges bolstered their squads
with strong-armed high school boys playing under
assumed names. Some athletes actually played football
for one school and baseball for another, in the same year.
A baseball team thought nothing of pressing a profes-
sional pitcher into service if it could get up his asking
price - which wasn't too astronomical in those days.
Coaches who were young and vigorous (and they were
the only kind around) often inserted themselves in their
line-ups. Tramp athletes played for as many as three and
four different schools; often, by some strange oversight,
19. D. CHU, J. SEGRAVE & B. BECKER, SPORT AND HIGHER EDUCATION 6 (1985).
20. Id.
21. H.A. SCOTT, COMPETITIVE SPORTS IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 15 (1951). This
race and the second race held two years later was won by Harvard. Id.
22. Id. at 16. Amherst won this contest. Id.
23. Id. at 17. This contest resembled soccer and was won by Rutgers. Id.
24. CHU, SEGRAVE & BECKER, supra note 19, at 7.
25. Id.
26. Id.
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without undergoing the amenities of enrolling.27
College sports had reached a critical danger zone at a very
early age and something had to be done to establish order. Fortu-
nately, on January 11, 1895, seven university presidents met in
Chicago to discuss the management of intercollegiate athletics.
This meeting of the Intercollegiate Conference of Faculty Repre-
sentatives, later to become the Big Ten Conference, was the first
of its kind to adopt rules and regulations for student participation
in intercollegiate sports.' One of the most significant results of
this meeting was to place responsibility for intercollegiate athletics
in the faculty rather than the athletic personnel.29
Football continued to be a problem and during 1905, 18 stu-
dents were killed and 143 seriously injured.30 The deaths and inju-
ries as a result of playing football received serious attention in
1905 when President Roosevelt called a meeting with Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton in order to address the problems with foot-
ball.3 ' As a result, later that year, representatives from 30 colleges
and universities met in New York; they were called the Intercolle-
giate Athletic Association of the United States and in 1910 they
became the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).
31
The NCAA's purpose as stated in the original constitution was:
"[T]he regulation and supervision of college athletics throughout
the United States, in order that the athletic activities in the col-
leges and universities of the United States may be maintained on
an ethical plane in keeping with the dignity and high purpose of
education."
33
Thus, from the very beginning the academic mission and the
27. K.L. WILSON & J. BRONDFIELD, THE BIG TEN 51 (1967). An example of the mood
of the times is reflected in an Iowa newspaper report on a game between Missouri and
Iowa: "Many of our team say that during the trouble which arose, several persons in the
crowd drew knives on our team.... Later, there was a slight altercation between Missouri's
center and our quarterback.... The faculty and students of M.S.U.... should never again
ask college men to play football in Columbia, Mo., without a strong guard of armed men
without which no team seems to be safe." Id. at 51.
28. Id. The participants were the first seven members of the Big Ten Athletic
Conference: President Angell of the University- of Michigan; President Rogers of
Northwestern University; President Northrop of the University of Minnesota; President
Draper of the University of Illinois; President Harper of The University of Chicago; and
President Smart of Purdue University. Id. at 52. In 1899 the universities of Iowa and
Indiana joined the conference forming the Big Nine. Id. at 54. In 1912, Ohio State was
admitted, forming the Big-Ten. Id. at 85.
29. CHU, SEGRAVE & BECKER, supra note 19, at 7.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32. Id. at 8.
33. Id. (citing A.C. Applin, The recent historical development of the NCAA. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the North American Society for Sports History, Austin,
Texas (May 1979)).
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athletic activities of the student body seemed to be on a collision
course. While the institutions had not embraced sports as part of
"the educational mainstream, '34 they recognized that these activi-
ties were serious enough to require regulation by an outside
national governing body and the NCAA assumed that role.35
The 19 2 0's were good years for college sports. The colleges
and universities began to accept intercollegiate athletics into the
educational mainstream by making them a part of the physical
education departments.3 6 Intramural programs were developed,
in part, to assist the development of intercollegiate teams.37 The
intercollegiate programs now began to receive financial support
from the institutions and were able to grow.38 Football was still
the big ticket item at most college campuses and revenues it pro-
duced were used to finance minor sports.39
The abuses in college sports continued and in 1929, the report
on American College Athletics was released by the Carnegie
Foundation. This report was the result of a three year study on
athletic programs in colleges and universities. It focused on abuses
in intercollegiate sports and urged that the universities do some-
thing to rectify the abuses.4 ° In words that ring equally true today
as they did sixty years ago, the report said:
But there can be no doubt as to where lies the
responsibility to correct this situation. The defense of the
intellectual integrity of the college and of the university
lies with the president and faculty. With them lies also
the authority. The educational governance of the univer-
sity has always been in their hands.... The president and
faculty have in their power the decision touching matters
affecting the educational policy and the intellectual inter-
ests of their institution. If commercialized athletics do
not affect the educational quality of an institution, noth-
ing does .... The responsibility to bring athletics into a
sincere relation to the intellectual life of the college rests
squarely on the shoulders of the president and faculty.
41
34. CHU, SEGRAVE & BECKER, supra note 19, at 8.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 9.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. H.J. SAVAGE, AMERICAN COLLEGE ATHLETIcs, The Carnegie Foundation 310
(1929).
41. Id. at xx. The President's Commission was formed only in 1984 as the result of
public pressure to deal with the mounting crisis in the operation of intercollegiate athletics.
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This assessment of intercollegiate sports set the stage for
faculty intervention, but the depression shifted the focus from col-
lege sports to national economic survival.
The Great Depression, beginning in 1929 with the stock mar-
ket crash and lasting through the mid-thirties, had a significant
impact on slowing the growth of intercollegiate athletics. Because
of the financial troubles of the country, many university budgets
were cut and sports programs were affected.4 2 However, recruit-
ing problems still persisted. These problems prompted the NCAA
to appoint a committee to study recruitment and subsidization in
1933, 43 and raise the question in 1937 of whether the athletic pro-
gram is a part of the academic program?" Fifty-three years later
the same question remains unanswered.
The early 1940's saw World War II consume the nation's
resources and the growth of intercollegiate sports slowed consider-
ably during this time period also.4" After the War, intercollegiate
athletics flourished and began to take on attributes of big busi-
ness.46 In the 1950's, television introduced a new dimension to
college sports and created more business opportunities.47 The
1950's also marked a period of increasing commercialism, recruit-
ment violations, and gambling scandals.48 The scandal that
shocked the country involved the 1919 World Series and the Chi-
cago White Sox. The White Sox (later to be called the Black Sox)
allegedly threw the World Series to the Cincinnati Reds. Eight
players were allegedly paid to throw the game. Commissioner
Landis banned these players from the game for life. Even though
these players were found not guilty in court, the players were not
reinstated.49
In my view, much remains to be done by the Commission. See Smith, Reforming
Intercollegiate Athletics: A Critique of the President's Commission's Role in NCAA 's Sixth
Special Convention, 64 N.D. L. REv. 423, 427 (1988).




46. Id. at 12.
47. Id.
48. George Mason University & The American Council on Education, Admin. of Univ.
Programs: Internal Control and Excellence, 23 (1986). See also SPEARS & SWANSON,
HISTORY OF SPORT AND PHYSICAL ACTvrrY IN THE U.S. 294 (2nd ed. 1983). (The first
collegiate case surfaced in 1945 when Brooklyn College's basketball team was caught
shaving points to keep the spread margin down. In 1951, a major scandal was uncovered.
Seven schools and thirty players conspired to fix games. These players were banned from
professional basketball. The schools involved were the University of Toledo, Bradley
University, The University of Kentucky, New York University, Manhattan College, Long
Island University, and the City College of New York.)
49. AsINoF, EIGHT MEN OuT 273 (1988).
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The 1960's and 1970's are viewed as days of challenging the
power structure and intercollegiate sports did not escape the
wrath of the student protests.5" In 1972, the Education Amend-
ments were passed and Title IX of those amendments prohibits
any program or activity that receives federal financial assistance
from discriminating on the basis of sex.51 The American Council
on Education conducted a study on intercollegiate athletics in
1974.52 The conclusions of this study were similar to those by the
Carnegie Foundation in 1929; sports were becoming too big on
college campuses and university administrators needed to act to
control them. 3
During the 1980's television revenues continued to pour into
the NCAA.5 4 Illegal payments and recruitment practices seemed
to be commonplace at major institutions across the country. Many
people voiced the concern that sports was very big business and
called for reforms that would put the academic mission of institu-
tions of higher education into proper perspective. University pres-
idents were feeling pressure from alumni, politicians, parents,
athletic personnel, trustees, and faculty members, to do something
about the problems with intercollegiate athletics.55 Frequently,
this pressure called for action in different directions depending on
the constituency applying the pressure.
Thus, in January 1984, the chief executive officers of forty-four
institutions formed the Presidents Commission of the NCAA. The
Commission's primary purpose is to serve "as an effective vehicle
for addressing policymaking and reform issues in intercollegiate
athletics. '5 6 After six years of activity, the review of the Presi-
dents Commission regarding its effectiveness in athletic reform is
somewhat mixed. 7 Without a doubt, the Commission has contrib-
uted to the national dialogue regarding reform legislation. The
Commission's efforts resulted in the membership adopting a self
study requirement for the intercollegiate athletic programs once
every five years and the death penalty sanction, which refers to
50. CHU, SEGRAVE & BECKER, supra note 19, at 13.
51. Id.
52. HANFORD, AN INQUIRY INTO THE NEED FOR AND FEASIBILITY OF A NATIONAL
STUDY OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS, The American Council on Education (1974).
53. Id. at xiv, xxiii.
54. On November 22, 1989, The Washington Post reported that CBS had agreed to pay
the NCAA $1 billion dollars over seven years for the rights to televise the Men's National
College Basketball Tournament. Washington Post, Nov. 22, 1989, at C1, col. 1.
55. Smith, The National Collegiate Athletic Association's Death Penalty: How
Educators Punish Themselves and Others, 62 IND. L.J. 985, 995 (1987).
56. Id. at 987.
57. Smith, supra note 41, at 424, 440-454.
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the stringent punishment scheme for institutions guilty of
repeated major violations within a five-year period.58 However,
many critics suggest that a major re-emphasis is needed to ensure
that athletics do not continue to overshadow the academic mission
of institutions. 9 Moreover, one sports law scholar noted that dur-
ing the June 1987 special convention, the presidents seemed to be
more divided than they had been in the past and less prepared
substantively and organizationally.'0 Dean Rodney K. Smith sug-
gested that this division and lack of preparation may be part of the
reason for the inability of the presidents to pass their cost-contain-
ment proposals during the 1987 special convention.6 ' Many of
these cost-containment measures were criticized as being at best,
"a bandaid approach" to the problems in intercollegiate
athletics.62
Thus, compared to the need for drastic reform, the efforts by
the NCAA in the 1980's has been a very small step in that direc-
tion. Part of the reason for what might be perceived as a lack of
resolve by the NCAA, is the NCAA's philosophical dilemma. On
the one hand, it espouses academic goals as its primary mission but
on the other hand, it continues to make the development of strong
athletic programs attractive because of the financial incentives it
offers to competing institutions, particularly during tournament
time.
III. THE MYTH OF AMATEURISM
Article 2.6 of the National Collegiate Athletic Association's
(NCAA) Constitution provides the following:
Student-athletes shall be amateurs in an intercollegi-
ate sport and their participation should be motivated pri-
marily by education and by the physical, mental and
social benefits to be derived. Student participation in
intercollegiate athletics is an avocation, and student-ath-
letes should be protected from exploitation by profes-
58. Smith, supra note 41, at 429. For an excellent discussion of the President's
Commission reform proposals, see Smith, supra note 55, at 1005-26.
59. Smith, supra note 41, at 448.
60. Id. at 438, 436.
61. Id. at 436. The cost-containment proposals included substantive reform measures
to control spiraling costs of athletic programs. Id. at 430. One such reform measure was a
proposal to reduce the number of Division I-A football scholarships from ninety-five to
ninety. Id. at 431. Another proposal was to reduce the number of football coaches. Id. at
433.
62. Id. at 432.
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sional and commercial enterprises.6 3
Perhaps this definition is misleading from the start because it
purports to circumscribe what "should" motivate student athletes
to participate in intercollegiate sports. It also assumes that the
institutions themselves are not commercial enterprises and would
not exploit student-athletes. Both assumptions are false. The truth
of the matter is that student-athletes are motivated to play inter-
collegiate sports for a variety of reasons, including the chance to
secure a lucrative professional sports career. Moreover, the NCAA
contributes to non-academic motivation by making participation
in college sports lucrative to the institution and in some cases the
athletes. Unfortunately, many of these student-athletes have no
interest in education. A recent Time Magazine article said that,
"Many student athletes, moreover, are not primarily interested in
getting an education: they see college as a stepping-stone to a
lucrative pro career."64 One athlete that was named Player of the
Year in high school and wooed by colleges said, "I didn't even
want to go to college.... I wanted to go to the N.B.A. My life is
basketball, period.
65
A. THE ELUSIVE DIPLOMA
The balance between academics and athletics is difficult to
strike. Frequently, a student athlete and the athletic department
may lose sight of the educational goal in the process of excelling in
the sports arena.66 Unfortunately, statistics show that most ath-
letes who go on to professional sports careers do so at the expense
of forfeiting their college degrees. A recent survey by the Associ-
ated Press revealed that "almost two-thirds of college athletes
drafted by the National Football League and the National Basket-
ball Association did not get their degrees.' '67
The pressure to dilute academic requirements was painfully
brought to the national spotlight in Kemp v. Ervin.68 Jan Kemp
was an assistant professor of English and the English Coordinator
63. NCAA CONST. art. 2.6 NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION MANUAL
1990-91, at 4 [hereinafter referred to as NCAA MANUAL].
64. Gup, The College Trap, TIMES, Apr. 3, 1989, at 54.
65. Id. at 56.
66. Id. Gup explains: "Sometimes, in the lingo of coaches, student athletes are
"greased" - passed along by high school teachers, coaches or administrators who cannot
bring themselves to bar a star athlete's academic progress." Id.
67. USA Today, July 24, 1990, at 1C. The Associated Press survey concluded that
basketball players were more likely to get their degrees than football players and that there
were drastic differences in graduation rates depending on the schools. Id.
68. 651 F. Supp. 495 (N.D. Ga. 1986).
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in the Division f Developmental Studies (DDS) at the University
of Georgia.69 A number of varsity athletes were enrolled in the
DDS and were taking English from Professor Kemp. 70 The Uni-
versity policy required that students in the program receive a min-
imum grade of "C" during the final quarter.7 ' In 1981, nine
student-athletes were allowed to enter the general university cur-
riculum, over Professor Kemp's objections, even though they had
received a fourth quarter "D" in English.72  At the same time
these athletes were allowed to enroll in the regular curriculum
after not meeting the university requirements, a non-athlete stu-
dent was dismissed from the university for receiving a fourth quar-
ter "D" in English.73 The decision to exit the athletes was made
by Dr. Leroy Ervin, Professor Kemp's supervisor, and Dr. Virginia
Trotter, the Vice President of Academic Affairs.74
Professor Kemp and several other faculty members protested
Dr. Trotter's decision and shortly thereafter, Professor Kemp was
removed from her position as English Coordinator in DDS.75 Ulti-
mately, Dr. Ervin decided not to renew Professor Kemp's contract
for the 1983-84 academic year.76 Professor Kemp filed suit in the
federal district court, charging that she had lost her job because
she objected to giving preferential treatment to the University's
athletes.7 7 Ervin and Trotter argued that the actions taken against
Kemp were not because of her outspokenness, but that Kemp was
disruptive, insubordinate, and created tension.78 A jury found that
Kemp was terminated for exercising her First Amendment rights
to speak out against the preferential treatment for athletes and
awarded approximately $2.5 million in compensatory and punitive
damages.79 The defendant administrators requested a new trial
and said the damage award was excessive. 0 The District Court
judge denied the request for a new trial but reduced the jury
69. Kemp v. Ervin, 651 F. Supp. 495, 499 (N.D. Ga. 1986). The Developmental Studies
Division provides remedial instruction to incoming high school students in Math, English,
and Reading. Id. Upon successfully completing the requirements in Developmental




73. Kemp, 651 F. Supp. at 499.
74. Id. Professor Kemp's immediate supervisor was Dr. Leroy Ervin, Director of the
Division of Developmental Studies. Id. Dr. Ervin made the initial decision to exit the
athletes and Dr. Trotter concurred. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id. at 500.
77. Id. at 498.
78. Id. at 500.
79. Kemp, 651 F. Supp. at 498.
80. Id. at 497-498.
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award to $400,000 labeling the $2.5 million award as "shockingly
excessive.""'
The Kemp case is an example of the sacrifices that many Divi-
sion I schools make to academic integrity for a strong athletic pro-
gram. During the Kemp trial, Professor Kemp testified that she
was asked by Dr. Ervin "whom did she think was more important
to the university - a star basketball player or an English
teacher.'8 2 Obviously based on Dr. Ervin's actions in terminating
Kemp, he thought the star athlete was more important. Unfortu-
nately, his perspective is shared by many people at the Division I
level.
Another example of the extent of sacrifices to academic integ-
rity is found in Kevin Ross, a former Creighton University basket-
ball star. Kevin Ross was enrolled at Creighton even though he
had serious deficiencies in reading and writing. According to
Kevin, he was "taken care of" by his coaches and athletic director
in order to stay eligible on the basketball court.8 3 Kevin played
basketball for Creighton for three years until he was injured dur-
ing his junior year. He refused to leave the University without an
explanation as to why he could only remain as long as he could
play basketball. In an effort to avoid a lawsuit, the athletic director
offered for the University to absorb tuition costs if Kevin would
enroll at a junior-high school in order to improve his reading and
writing skills which were at a second-grade level.8 4 Kevin dis-
cussed this during congressional hearings in June of 1984. He indi-
cated that he felt very inferior to the children in school and he
contemplated suicide several times.85 During those hearings Ross
stated:
[O]f course, being six foot nine inches helps to bring
the college recruiters to your door. If these recruiters feel
that you can earn extra monies for the college by lighting
up the scoreboards and keeping the crowds yelling it
therefore does not become necessary to function in
classes.... The athletic director at Creighton University
never bothered with the reality that I was an illiterate, he
81. Id. at 508.
82. Id. at 500.
83. Oversight on College Athletic Programs, 1984: Hearings on Consideration of the
Quality of Education Obtained by Student Athletes in Large-Scale Collegiate Athletic
Programs Before the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1984) [hereinafter
Hearings] (statement of Kevin Ross).
84. G. WONG, ESSENTIALS OF AMATEUR SPORTS LAW 276-277 (1988).
85. Hearings, supra note 83 (statement of Kevin Ross).
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was only concerned with my playing ball for Creighton.
The courses were selected for me by the athletic director
and coaches at Creighton, and, of course, these courses
were easy courses such as the theory of first aid, the the-
ory of tennis and basketball; courses that required not one
lofty thought. If I had a paper to turn in for my classes
these were done for me by the secretaries at the college.
If I failed a class this was taken care of for me by the coach
or athletic director. Everything is taken care of for you
academically unless you have the misfortune of becoming
incapacitated to play.86
Stories like Kevin Ross' provide fertile ground for lawsuits
against universities for failure to provide an education. Such law-
suits have not been successful to date.87 On June 14, 1990, the
United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois
dismissed with prejudice, a claim brought by Ross alleging educa-
tional malpractice.88 The Court granted Creighton's motion to
dismiss under Rule 12(bX6) for failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted.8 9 The Court refused to find any implied
contractual duties owed Ross by Creighton.9 ° Thus, in the most
recent educational malpractice case, the plaintiff was unsuccessful
in convincing the District Court that his failure to obtain an educa-
tion was attributable to some breach of contract on the part of the
university.9 1 These examples demonstrate the need for our uni-
versities to focus on educating students and allowing students to
participate in athletics, rather than recruiting athletes and
attempting to "take care" of them once they are in school. These
examples also illustrate that amateurism as it is defined by the
NCAA manual is' indeed a myth.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars are generated for the benefit
of the university that can field a team of talented "amateurs," but
the players themselves sacrifice everything, including education
and physical abilities for a chance to play with the pros. The uni-
versities say that students receive a fair exchange. For their tal-
ents, the students get the opportunity of obtaining a free
86. Id.
87. G. WONG, supra note 84, at 278.
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education.9 2 Yet, many of these student-athletes never graduate
from college. 93 Tragically, many of these student-athletes have
limited financial resources and are unable to afford basic necessi-
ties. These athletes become easy prey for the unscrupulous agents
bearing gifts and other offers of financial incentives to break
NCAA rules.9 4
Of course, I do not mean to suggest that all programs experi-
ence these problems. These examples are not intended as a gen-
eral indictment, but they are, nevertheless, reflective of attitudes
and undercurrents in a growing number of athletic programs.
B. REVENUE PRODUCTION
Many amateur athletic associations define amateur as a player
who engages in the activity for pleasure and not for pecuniary
benefit.95 But, as the structure of intercollegiate sports competi-
tion evolves, it becomes increasingly difficult to square the reality
of the business of sports with the ideal of amateurism. Indeed Rick
Telander, in his new book, The Hundred Yard Lie, makes the point
that perhaps we have misconceived the notion of amateurism
from its inception. 6 Drawing from his review of works by several
classical scholars, Telander concludes that our present day concept
of amateurism is inaccurate because the early Greek athletes
devoted most of their time to training and willingly accepted
prizes.
9 7
92. Gup, supra note 64, at 55.
93. Id. at 58. Ted Gup makes the point that if universities were required to publish
graduation rates for athletes, the schools would be embarrassed. Id. For example, of
twenty black basketball players who played for Memphis State University during a ten year
period (1976-1986), one graduated. Id. Gup says that only a few top basketball schools, like
Georgetown and Duke, have a graduation rate near 100%. Id.
One of the significant legislative achievements during the 1990 NCAA convention was
the adoption of a requirement that schools publicly disclose graduation rates. See Schultz
Foresees Speedup in Reform Movement, NCAA NEwS, Feb. 21, 1990, at 1, col. 1.
94. Agent: Players' contracts had bonuses of $175 to $1,100, USA Today, Dec. 16,
1987, at C9, col. 3. This article discusses the revelations of Jim Abernethy, the agent who
signed representation contracts with seven college athletes causing them to lose their
collegiate eligibility.
95. 2 BERRY & WONG, THE LAW AND BUSINESS OF THE SPORTS INDUSTRIES 2 (1986).
96. R. TELANDER, THE HUNDRED YARD LIE 49 (1989).
97. Id. Telander states:
We are fascinated with the Olympic ideal, the belief that the way sport is
supposedly performed in the Olympics, the way it has been performed
throughout history - by amateur athletes performing for free for the sheer love
of sport - is the way it should be done here and now on college campuses. But
this rationale is riddled with holes, and you can drive a truck through any of
them anytime you want. To begin with, the Olympics, which started eight
hundred years before the birth of Christ and ended in 343 A.D. before being
resumed in 1892, had nothing to do with amateurism. "Ancient amateurism is a
myth," states classicist David Young in his perceptive work, The Olympic Myth
ofreek Amateur Athletics. Ancient Olympic champions were rewarded with
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Today, college athletics insists on winning teams, practicing
upwards of 30 hours a week, season competition lasting five
months of the nine month academic year, extensive travel, recruit-
ing the best talent from around the country, if not the world, and
at the same time, academic integrity. The blend is a difficult one
to make.
The academic mission of the university and mission of the ath-
letic program seem to be diametrically opposed. For the athletic
department, winning teams mean increased media exposure, and
better recruitment and marketing of the institution. A winning
program means increased alumni contributions, greater television
revenues, and opportunities for additional post season payoffs. But
these increased benefits are not generally shared by the academic
side of the university. Many Division I schools operate the athletic
department budget separate from the rest of the university.98
While the NCAA rules require that the budget for intercollegiate
athletics shall be controlled by the institution,99 most revenues
generated by sports activities are returned to the athletic depart-
ment and do not benefit the academic part of the university. 100
A few examples of the stakes involved in Division I post-sea-
son tournament play aid one in understanding the pressure placed
on coaches to win. The 1990 NCAA basketball tournament was
worth an estimated $76.2 million in gross receipts; the four schools
advancing to the final round received $1.4 million each. 10 CBS
prizes of staggering value such as oxen, horses, vases of precious olive oil, tripods,
property, pensions, and drachma. "The value of some awards would be in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars today," said Olympics scholar Andrew Strenk.
Nor was the ancient Olympic athlete shy about receiving those prizes.
"The whole concept of amateurism would have been incomprehensible to
ancient Greeks," says Strenk. "You had to be a professional to compete in the
Olympics, which meant that you had to prove you were a full-time athlete and
that you had been doing nothing but training prior to the Games."
Id.
98. Telephone interview with Warner Alford, Athletic Director, University of
Mississippi (Mar. 2, 1990). Mr. Alford indicated that to his knowledge most Division I
schools used revenue generated from gate receipts, television, bowl appearances and
conference tournaments, in the athletic budget to fund different sports programs. He said
if money was available, some athletic departments might contribute to the general
university fund. Recently, Mr. Alford, on behalf of the athletic department, contributed
$10,000 to the university library.
In contrast, Mr. Richard Miller, Associate Athletic Director at Washington and Lee
University, a Division III school, indicated that the athletic budget is part of the overall
university budget and no income is retained for the athletic department. Mr. Miller
indicated that the athletic program at Washington and Lee generates very little revenue
but any amount generated goes to the general university budget. Personal interview with
Mr. Richard Miller, Associate Athletic Director, Washington and Lee University, (Mar. 2,
1990).
99. NCAA CONST. art 6.2.1. NCAA MANUAL, at 40.
100. See infra note 104.
101. NCAA, Division I Mens Basketball Financial Analysis, (June 27, 1990).
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Sports recently signed a contract with the NCAA to pay one billion
dollars over seven years in order to have exclusive rights to tele-
vise the national college basketball tournament. 10 2  How this
money is distributed may have an effect on this pressure to win.
Under the current regulations regarding financial administration
of championships, °3 the financial renumeration to the team is
directly related to its tournament success. Thus, in the 1990 bas-
ketball championships, teams participating in the first round
received approximately $294,468. Second round tournament par-
ticipants received $588,936 while regional semifinalists received
$883,404 and regional finalists received $1.1 million dollars. Of
course most conferences have rules that require its member teams
to share revenues from post season competition with other confer-
ence member schools. 10 4 However, the effect of this golden pot at
the end of the rainbow takes its toll on the integrity of intercollegi-
ate athletic programs across the country. Therefore, I submit that
it is necessary to remove this financial incentive by requiring all
revenue from NCAA championships to be shared equally among
its entire membership. Such a broad based distribution system
will remove the incentive to cheat and to win for the money.
Instead competition will become an end in itself.1
0 5
Additionally, take for example, the impact of one superstar
basketball player on attendance, television, NCAA tournament
revenues, promotion, admissions fees and alumni development.
During Patrick Ewing's four years at Georgetown University, the
annual average attendance increased by 100,597.106 If that figure
were multiplied by the average ticket price during that time ($11),
it would equal $1,106,567, and if that were multiplied by four
years, the total would be $4,426,268.107 During the Ewing years,
eighteen games were televised nationally.10 8  Without him, six
102. Washington Post, Nov. 22, 1989, at C1, col. 1.
103. BYLAw art. 31.4-31.7. NCAA MANUAL, at 347-355.
104. BYLAWS § IX SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE MANUAL 1989-90, at 14. The SEC
conference rules provide a financial profit sharing arrangement between its members and
the conference for all of the major revenue producing sports. For example, Bylaw Section
IX of the Southeastern Conference Manual 1989-90 governs revenue distribution for the
NCAA Basketball Championships. Each institution participating in the NCAA Basketball
Championships retains a percentage of revenue received based on the rounds participated
in. Thus, First and Second Round participants keep 60% of the revenue paid by the NCAA
with the balance remitted to the Conference office for distribution to other conference
members in equal shares. Teams participating in the Regionals and Finals keep 50%.
105. See infra part IV.
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would have been televised."0 9 The networks paid approximately
$150,000 for each game and multiplying the twelve additional
games by that figure gives a total of $1,800,000.110 The three
NCAA tournament appearances were worth a total $2,250,000.111
Promotion revenues amounted to $400,000.112 Applications
increased by about 3,500 which amounted to an additional
$109,590.113 Alumni Development increase attributable to the
Ewing years was $3,400,000. 
14
This "amateur's" four years at Georgetown University saw the
institution benefit to the grand total of $12,385,858.11 The value
of a four year scholarship was approximately $48,600.116 Thus, the
net profit for the University was $12,337,258.11 To say that col-
lege sports is big business is an understatement. To suggest that
perhaps athletes are not receiving fair treatment is also an under-
statement. With this kind of revenue at stake, is it any wonder
that college sports is in a continuing state of crisis?
C. NCAA RULES
The NCAA rules regarding amateurism, 118 financial aid,119
and awards, benefits and expenses,12 0 exacerbate the problem.
These regulations are quite restrictive regarding maintaining ama-
teur status. Moreover, they are regulations meant to apply to ama-
teurs but they operate in a professional sports environment. For
example, one rule prohibits "pay" which includes "expenses
received from an outside amateur sports team or organization in
excess of actual and necessary travel, room and board expenses...
for practice and game competition.'' The regulations regarding
sources of financial aid are equally restrictive. For example, "A
student-athlete shall not be eligible to participate in intercollegi-
ate athletics if he or she receives financial aid that exceeds the
109. Id.
110. Id.




115. Id. Of course, this is not to say that all revenues come from one person, but the
point is that there was a significant increase in revenue that was partly attributable to a
superstar athlete.
116. REGARDIE'S, supra note 106, at 17.
117. Id.
118. BYLAw art. 12 NCAA MANUAL, at 57-68.
119. BYLAw art. 15 NCAA MANUAL, at 137-157.
120. BYLAW art. 16 NCAA MANUAL, at 159-174.
121. BYLAw art. 12.1.2(e) NCAA MANUAL, at 58.
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value of a full grant-in-aid.... ." Moreover, the NCAA rule
prohibiting extra benefits provides a listing of items that a student-
athlete may receive, such as rings, sweaters, watches, clock radios
and luggage, 12 3 but prohibits the receipt of a cash award for athlet-
ics participation. 12  The inconsistencies between the revenues
generated by student-athletes and the restrictive NCAA regula-
tions have prompted many commentators to suggest that athletes
should be paid in order to address the problem of athletes selling
tickets, shoes, rings, watches and sweaters for cash.' 2 -.
Perhaps a step toward solving the problems associated With
amateur status is the recognition that athletes are part of a busi-
ness relationship. Moreover, what we understand as amateurism
does not have Greek origins.'12  It is a modem concept developed
in England to separate the working class from the privileged.12 7
Moreover, it is consistent with Greek tradition that our college
athletes receive prizes and awards, and even money for their
efforts.' 2 8 At the very least, a good education should be the mini-
mum expectation if these students are truly student-athletes and
not athlete-students.
122. BYLAW art. 15.1 NCAA MANUAL, at 140. See Wiley v. Nat. Collegiate Athletic
Ass'n, 612 F.2d 473 (10th Cir. 1979) (Wiley involved a student-athlete-at the University of
Kansas who was declared ineligible to compete because his scholarship plus a basic
educational opportunity grant exceeded the NCAA financial aid limitations. The District
Court dismissed the lawsuit for its failure to involve a federal question), cert. denied, 446
U.S. 943 (1980). See also, Jones v. National Collegiate Athletic Ass'n, 392 F. Supp. 295 (D.
Mass 1975) (the court denied eligibility to an ice hockey player based on excess financial
aid). But cfBuckton v. National Collegiate Athletic Ass'n, 336 F. Supp. 1152 (D. Mass. 1973)
(the court granted eligibility to Canadian ice hockey players who allegedly had received
excess financial aid. The court said the NCAA rule discriminated against the Canadian
athletes based on national origin).
123. BYLAW art. 16.1.2 NCAA MANUAL (1989-90), at 154. Compare BYLAW art. 16.1.2,
NCAA MANUAL 1989-90 (gifts listed) with BYLAW art. 16.1.2 NCAA MANUAL 1990-91 (no
specific references to gifts made).
124. Id. BYLAW art. 16.1.3.1, NCAA MANUAL, at 160.
125. Dick Vitale made this statement on national news on December 13, 1989 when
he learned of the NCAA sanctions against North Carolina State University because some of
its players had exchanged complimentary shoes and tickets for cash.
See also Glasner, Cheap Labor on Campus, NEWSWEEK, Nov. 9, 1987, at 12. In his
article, David Glasner makes several insightful observations regarding college sports. He
indicates that the death penalty imposed against Southern Methodist University in 1987
was an outrage because players should be able to get paid for playing college sports. He
suggests that the real scandal is that universities abide by restrictive NCAA rules. Without
the rules, he suggests colleges would pay salaries to athletes and properly view them as
employees and not students. Glasner says it is hardly debated that athletes are recruited for
their athletic talents not scholastic ability.
126. Young, The Olympic Myth of Greek Amateur Athletics, 7 Ares Publishers, Inc.,
1984.
127. Id, at 15.
128. Id. at 16. Young stated: "Professionalism - that is, money prizes, cash payments,
and wages - was the standard practice in most early competitions of public interest. These
contests included horse races, prize fights, rowing matches, and foot races. The purses even
in rowing and running events were often large." Id.
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IV. THE CALL FOR REFORM
As I mentioned earlier, two fundamental issues must be
addressed in order to make any reform meaningful. First, the
NCAA must send a clear signal that nothing short of academic
excellence is required by our participants in athletics. Second,
financial incentives must be removed. Regarding the proper place
of sports in academe, the NCAA is making noises that sound like
reform.
University presidents, 12 9 faculty representatives, 130 athletic
directors, 131 and the public are calling for reform in college
sports. 132  At the January 1990 NCAA convention, Richard D.
Schultz, the Executive Director, proposed several measures
geared to creating a "new model" for intercollegiate sports.
133
During the convention, which was attended by more presidents
and chancellors of member institutions than any other convention
except for the special convention called by the Presidents Com-
mission in June 1985, Mr. Schultz offered significant proposals for
129. Majority of CEOs say athletics harms educational mission, NCAA NEWS, Oct. 9,
1989, at 16. NCAA News reporting on the U.S. News & World Report's "America's Best
Colleges" issue, said that eighty-five percent of University presidents and deans believe that
pressure to succeed and financial rewards in college sports interferes with the educational
mission of the institutions. Id.
In a presentation at the University of Hartford, A. Kenneth Pye, President of Southern
Methodist University, said that no reform measure can substitute for presidential
accountability for the athletics program. He pointed'out that in the 1980's, fifty-seven
percent of the 106 universities in Division I-A received some NCAA sanction. No reform
measures can usurp CEO responsibility, NCAA NEWs, Feb. 14, 1990, at 4.
Rodney C. Kelchner, President of Mansfield University of Pennsylvania, indicated that
the momentum is beginning to shift away from the current state of affairs in college sports.
He said the legacy of the 1990 convention is a new attitude. He attributed some of the
success at the 1990 NCAA convention to the President's Commission. The Commission was
responsible for decreasing days for spring football practice, reducing a few games from the
basketball season and requiring universities to disclose graduation rates of student-athletes.
College presidents finally get off the sidelines, NCAA NEWS, Feb. 14, 1990, at 5.
130. Faculty reps urged to help schools seek sports reforms, NCAA NEWS, Oct. 2, 1989,
at 1. See also ACADEME, The Role of Faculty in the Governance of College Athletics: A
Report of the Special Committee on Athletics, Jan.-Feb. 1990, at 43-47 (this report noted
that college athletics were in a continuing crisis and the faculty was responsible for assuring
the primacy of academic concerns in athletics).
131. Coaches, ADs react to Commission's proposals, NCAA NEWS, Oct. 9, 1989, at 1.
132. The Knight Foundation of Akron, Ohio, has announced that it will conduct a
major study on college sports reform. It intends to present its report to the 1991 NCAA
convention delegates. Bryce Jordan, President of Pennsylvania State University, and a
member of the Knight Foundation Commission on College Sports, said that the American
public is "upset with scandals in intercollegiate athletics." Creed Black, the foundation's
sports reform commission president, indicated that the idea developed from a "concern
over campus sports scandals" and the investigation of the University of Kentucky basketball
program. The Knight Foundation is involved in supporting programs in communities
where the Knight-Ridder, Inc., publishes newspapers. It provides education and journalism
grants on an annual basis. NCAA NEWS, Dec. 27, 1989, at 4.
133. Lilley, New athletic model needed, Schultz tells delegates, NCAA NEWS, Jan. 10,
1990, at 1.
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reform of intercollegiate sports.114 They included:
1. Consideration of a tenure program for coaches
that will offer them job security.
2. Elimination of athletic dorms.
3. Reduction in the length of seasons and number of
games and place restrictions on practice time and condi-
tioning programs.
4. Reduction of off-campus recruiting, to provide
fewer coaches traveling and a shorter recruiting period
with early signing dates in all sports.
5. Development of an endowment fund that will pay
a cash bonus for an athlete graduating within five years.
6. Establishment of an emergency loan program for
needy athletes and paying for transportation expenses
home when an athlete is involved in athletics during
vacations.
7. Permission for athletes to enter professional drafts
and evaluate their financial offers without a loss of college
eligibility.'
13
These proposals are a step in the right direction toward
reforming college sports, but more serious signals should be sent.
The first signal should be the primary importance of academics.
The second signal should be the removal of the financial incentives
to win.
A. ACADEMICS
Major restructuring is necessary if the NCAA is now sincerely
ready to reform intercollegiate sports. Two fundamental issues
need to be addressed by policy makers in intercollegiate sports.
First, all colleges and universities must consistently demonstrate
that academics is their sine qua non. Second, financial incentives
must be removed. The discussion at the 1990 convention is
encouraging. Mr. Schultz said, "It is time for us to take stock of
what we have created, save the positives but immediately rid our-
selves of the negatives and develop a new, innovative approach for
athletics that places it in perspective and allows athletics to be a
134. A total of 169 presidents and chancellors attended the 1990 NCAA Convention in
Dallas. A record attendance at an NCAA convention is 199 in June 1985, at the special
Convention called by the Presidents Commission. NCAA NEWS, Feb. 14, 1990, at 1.
135. Prepared text of Schultz's address, NCAA NEWS, Jan. 10, 1990, at 3.
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vital, honorable part of-higher education."' 36 Executive Director
Schultz brought the message that, "Academic emphasis and integ-
rity has to be a vital part of any new model."'1 37 He noted that,
"Education is our business and must come first.' 138 Significantly,
he said, "It is important that we have student-athletes, not athlete-
students."
39
In my view, the elevation of academics over athletics is the
first fundamental issue that needs to be addressed by the NCAA
and there should be no mistake that academics is primary. The
NCAA has the opportunity to truly establish a new direction in
college sports. Whether or not it will take advantage of that
opportunity remains to be seen at the 1991 convention.
The problems in intercollegiate sport are the direct result of
the student-athlete receiving mixed messages from our universi-
ties. The mixed message is, even though you (the student-athlete)
are here for an education, you must practice hard, play hard and
study when you can. Thus, developing successful athletic pro-
grams at the expense of everything, including academics, has been
the norm at a good number of Division I schools.
For example, when college coaches recruit an athlete, the pri-
mary concerns are not academic performance, but whether or not
the athlete has the talent and skills to compete at the college level.
The NCAA has been responsible for sending mixed messages in
the past regarding the proper balance between academics and
athletics. These mixed signals have been communicated in a vari-
ety of ways. In some instances the mixed signals are contained in
the NCAA regulations. For example, NCAA Rule 14.5 governs sat-
isfactory completion for Division I and provides that eligibility in
any sport at the certifying institution "shall be determined by the
student-athlete's academic record in existence at the beginning of
the fall term of the regular academic year. "140 This rule allows an
athlete to meet the standards at the beginning of the academic
year and play a sport, not attend class, or be at all concerned about
performance during the year. This rule could be changed to
require the student-athlete to maintain a certain number of credit
hours and grade point average during the semester.
The Conference of Conferences, which is composed of the
136. Id. at 3-4.
137. Id. at 6.
138. Id.
139. Id.
140. BYLAw art. 14.5.2 NCAA MANUAL, at 118.
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Commissioners of the athletic conferences across the country, and
the NCAA are considering proposals that would require student
athletes to meet a qualitative requirement as part of the satisfac-
tory progress rule. One such proposal would require the student-
athlete to achieve a certain grade-point average upon earning a
specified number of academic credits. For example, between 24-
36 credit hours the student-athlete must maintain a 1.60; between
48-72 the student-athlete must maintain a 1.70. In my view, such
proposals need to be weighted more heavily toward the academic
side of the university. Thus, grade-point averages below 2.0 at any
time should disqualify a student from athletic participation.
Moreover, if the NCAA is serious about reform there must be
a substantial reduction in time commitments of our student-ath-
letes. This requires a significantly reduced season and practice
time. Of course such a suggestion may not be popular among the
Athletic Directors and coaches who realize that additional games
mean increased revenue. Indeed, a reduced season will probably
not be popular among the student body, alumni and some faculty
members. However, the sincerity of the NCAA's commitment to
academics can only be measured in a concomitant reduction in the
demands from the athletic side of the house. This indeed is a diffi-
cult choice but one that must be made if we are to restore aca-
demic integrity to our institutions.
Current proposals include a practice week limited to 20 hours
and a reduction of games in some sports.14 1 Certainly, proof of a
new direction in college sports would be evidenced by reducing
by one-half the numbers of contests in major and minor sports.
Baseball would go from 70 contests to 35. Basketball from 28
games to 14; and Football from 11 to 6 or 7. Practice time could
similarly be reduced with the result being more time for academic
pursuits. Moreover, these contest reductions will go a long way
toward cost-containment in college sports. Simply providing more
time for academic pursuits will not guarantee that the student-ath-
letes will use the time to study, but it certainly reduces sports time
demands thereby providing more opportunity for academic pur-
141. Commission will support conference proposals, NCAA NEws, July 4, 1990, at 1.
The current proposals have now been approved by the Presidents Commission and the
Conference Commissioners during their meetings in June 1990. Id. The NCAA
membership has also submitted a list of 59 amendments to legislation which includes the
proposals adopted by the Presidents Commission and Conference Commissioners. Id.
Noticeably absent from the current proposal list submitted by the Presidents Commission
and Conference Commissioners are proposals regarding academics. Id. at 3. However,
academic proposals are included among the 59 amendments submitted by the membership.
Apparently, the Presidents Commission may propose academic changes next year. Id.
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suits. I know this is not a popular idea, but I think measures less
drastic would dilute meaningful reform. I believe that some of the
current proposals may, after the convention process, be signifi-
cantly watered down so as to make meaningful reform elusive.
While there is a great deal of reform talk in the air, these proposals
are quite controversial and may be resisted by athletic directors
like Pat Dye at Auburn who seems to think that the process is
working fine.142 Additional voices against the reform efforts may
be heard from the Coaches Associations, 143 and the National
Strength and Conditioning Association, 14 4 to name a few. Both of
these associations are concerned about the time-demand propos-
als, among other things. 145
Additionally, separate athletic facilities and separate floors in
residence halls for athletes should be abolished. The idea to
develop separate residence halls for athletes was based on adminis-
trative convenience and control. While it is beneficial for coaches
to be able to monitor athletes, athletic dorms isolate student-ath-
letes which makes it more difficult to integrate them into the gen-
eral university community. All students should be made to feel a
part of the general student body. This would go a long way toward
integrating the student-athlete into the mainstream of the univer-
sity community.
B. REVENUE SHARING
One of the most disturbing aspects of college sports is the
financial stakes involved. The pressure on the college coach and
student-athlete is magnified because of the financial incentives to
win. We have heard stories about the $300,000 free throw. These
stories are the direct result of the dollar differences between
advancing to the second round of the NCAA Basketball Champi-
onships and losing in the first round. For example, the 1990
NCAA Basketball tournament paid first round participants
$294,468; teams advancing to the second round received
$588,936; teams advancing to the regional semifinals received
$883,404; regional finalists received $1.1 million; and those teams
142. Dye knocks proposed sports-reform package, NCAA NEWS, July 18, 1990, at 13.
143. Coach Associations approve time-demand proposals, NCAA NEWS, July 18, 1990,
at 4.
144. Call for Reduced Time Demand Poses Questions for Trainers, NCAA NEWS, July 4,
1990, at 19.
145. See supra note 144, at 19 (position of the National Strength and Conditioning
Association regarding the reform proposals). See also, supra note 143, at 4 (position of the
Coaches Association).
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participating in the final four were paid $1.4 million.1 46 As we all
know, a free throw often makes the difference. This financial
incentive must be removed and the NCAA should devote its ener-
gies toward developing an equitable revenue sharing program
that will benefit its total membership.
The NCAA is also facing the question of distributing the $64
million dollars a year from the CBS television package. Proposals
for distributing the CBS revenue include setting aside a portion of
yearly television revenue to support NCAA programs; distributing
some revenue to Division I conferences based on the performance
of their members in the NCAA basketball tournament over a
period of years; distributing some revenue to individual Division I
colleges "based on the number of athletics scholarships they give
and teams they sponsor, and on the number of individuals and
teams they placed in N.C.A.A. championships.' 4 7 Some Division
I commissioners say that these proposals do not go far enough in
diminishing the connection between basketball success and finan-
cial reward.148  It is my judgment that the connection between
146. See, supra note 101.
147. Officials Debate NCAA "s Plan for Sharing TV Bonanza, CHRON. HIGHER ED.,
June 20, 1990, at A38. See also Revenue distribution recommendations move ahead, NCAA
NEWS, July 19, 1990, at 1. The Budget Subcommittee of the NCAA met in July 1990 and
approved the following recommendations regarding distribution of the revenue from the
one-billion dollar CBS television contract:
1. Eliminate distributions of revenues based upon tournament
performance.
2. Distribute revenue based on a team's performance in the NCAA
Basketball Championship measured over a six-year period.
3. Distribute revenue to Division I schools based on the number of sports
sponsored and the number of grants-in-aid awarded.
4. Distribute a portion of the pool in #3 above for academic enhancement.
5. Schools in all three divisions must provide catastrophic-injury insurance
for athletes.
6. Establish a fund for needy student-athletes with no obligation to repay.
Recommendations, NCAA NEWs, July 18, 1990, at 1. This list reflects the recommenda-
tions that I consider most significant as it relates to revenue distribution. There were a total
of ten recommendations and the other four relate to traveling party number changes and a
provision for inflation increases to the conference grant program. Id.
Moreover, these recommendations, in my view, do not go far enough toward removing
the financial incentive from the game. The distribution of the television revenue based on
a six-year performance period and the numbers of sports sponsored and grants-in-aid
awarded continues to reward the athletic powerhouses. If one were to conduct a study of
the schools participating in the Basketball Championships over the past six years, it would
probably reflect several institutions participating on a regular basis. These institutions will
be the schools with strong sports programs. Thus, the schools that have built strong basket-
ball programs will probably have better six-year records and therefore be the financial ben-
eficiaries of the new distribution plan. Additionally, the larger, more financially secure
institutions offer more sports and are able to provide more grants-in-aid to students; thus,
again, based on the proposed distribution plan, the schools that have developed strong pro-
grams have more to offer and more to gain.
148. Revenue distribution recommendations move ahead, NCAA NEWS, July 18, 1990,
at 1-2.
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success on the athletic field and financial reward needs to be signif-
icantly diminished. When the sports officials agree on that funda-
mental question, meaningful reform will have begun.
Another idea for consideration by the intercollegiate sports
officials is requiring a certain percentage of sports revenue to be
devoted to the academic side of the university. Most sports pro-
grams are self contained to the extent that money raised from gate
receipts, television appearances and post-season competition is
used to help support the minor sports. Rather than allowing all
such revenues to be absorbed by the sports demands, I suggest the
NCAA give some consideration to the idea of requiring some por-
tion of the revenue to be devoted to academics. Such a require-
ment sends a clear signal that the goal is to develop informed and
educated students.
Now is the time for the college sports policy makers to make
the very difficult decision to remove the financial incentive from
the game. This can be done by sharing television revenue and
gate receipts with each member institution. The distribution of
revenue based on success in each round should be stopped. This
creates too much pressure on the teams and coaches to win at all
costs. A revenue distribution plan that equally distributes money
to all membership regardless of tournament performance will
make post-season competition meaningful for the sake of competi-
tion itself and not based on financial rewards.
V. CONCLUSION
As this essay goes to print, officials from colleges and universi-
ties across the country are debating the NCAA's plan for sharing
the $1 billion dollar CBS television bonanza. Again, I emphasize,
the NCAA is at a crossroads. Intercollegiate sports officials can, at
the January 1991 convention, determine the future of college
sports. The NCAA can make minor changes in the direction in
which college sports has gone to date, water down current pro-
posed reform efforts during the legislative process at the 1991
Convention, or it can make major structural changes that have at
their base a change in the fundamental philosophy of sport in
higher education and a change in the way revenue is distributed. I
implore the NCAA to consider the conclusions of the Carnegie
Foundation Report of 1929:
The fundamental causes of the defects of American
college athletics are two: commercialism, and a negligent
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attitude toward the educational opportunity for which
the college exists.'
49
Mr. Schultz recognizes that there is movement afoot, by some,
to remove regulatory authority from the NCAA and place it at the
federal level because of the perceived failure on the part of the
NCAA to adequately control college sports.'5 0 Evidence of this
recognition is provided by the Executive Director when he told
the delegates at the 1990 convention that "It is very important
that you pass [legislation] dealing with public disclosure of gradua-
tion rates. Both the Senate and House are waiting to see what hap-
pens at this Convention and if [legislation] is not passed, I can
assure you that Federal legislation will follow soon."151 Schultz
continued by saying, "This is a responsibility that should not be
delegated to the government because if it is, this will be only the
first step in Federal regulation of intercollegiate athletics."' 52 Of
course Proposal 24, which requires institutions to publish gradua-
tion rates, passed during the January 1990 convention.
1 5 3
Thus, Schultz called for immediate reform measures to be
taken by the NCAA, as the appropriate governing body with the
requisite expertise.15 4 He concluded his remarks by saying, "Ath-
letics has to be a coordinated segment of the educational process,
and universities have to be in control of athletics programs."' 55
The tone of the NCAA seems to be one where drastic reform
measures may be forthcoming. Nothing short of drastic reform
will address the effects of the collision between academics and ath-
letics detailed earlier. However, what concerns me is that sixty-
one years ago the Carnegie Foundation Report also concluded that
the same fundamental issues needed to be addressed. The Report
concluded:
The prime needs of our college athletics are two, -
one particular and one general. The first is a change of
values in a field that is sodden with the commercial and
the material and the vested interests that these forces
149. SAVAGE, supra note 40, at 306.
150. NCAA NEWS, Oct. 2, 1989, at 10.
151. NCAA NEWS, supra note 135, at 3. Proposal 24, the graduation rate publication
requirement passed the NCAA convention in January 1990, but implementation of that
requirement poses significant problems of consistent methods of calculating graduation
rates. See NCAA NEWS, July 18, 1990, at 5.
152. NCAA NEWS, supra note 135, at 3.
153. Strooks, Computation of Graduation Rates Poses Problems, NCAA NEWS, July 18,
1990, at 5.
154. NCAA NEWS, supra note 135, at 6.
155. Id.
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have created. Commercialism in college athletics must
be diminished and college sport must rise to a point
where it is esteemed primarily and sincerely for the
opportunities it affords to mature youth under responsi-
bility, to exercise at once the body and the mind, and to
foster habits both of bodily health and of those high quali-
ties of character which, until they are revealed in action,
we accept on faith. The second need is more fundamen-
tal. The American college must renew within itself the
force that will challenge the best intellectual capabilities
of the undergraduate.' 56
Why haven't we heeded the message of the Carnegie Report
sixty-one years ago? I am convinced that the reason is because the
NCAA has chosen to tinker with amendments to legislation rather
than addressing fundamental questions.
Our regulatory efforts to date evidence an attempt to regulate
amateur student-athletes in an environment that continues to
require athlete-students to be more like professionals. The 1991
NCAA convention will be one of the most significant meetings in
the organization's history. I can only hope that the two fundamen-
tal questions are unequivocally addressed by the member institu-
tions and that more drastic recommendations develop as a result
of the convention's legislative process. The healthy future of inter-
collegiate sports requires first, a recognition that academics are of
primary importance; and second, a removal of the financial
rewards. If these two questions are confronted, major meaningful
reform will be within reach.
156. SAVAGE, supra note 40, at 310.
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